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Confessions of an MEPBM Newbie
While an experienced PBM gamer,
I recently completed my very first
game of Middle Earth 1650
moderated by Harlequin Games. I
had the good fortune of finishing in
the top three on the winning team,
and would like to share some of the
things I learned to help aspiring new
players compete with the veterans.
For the veteran readers, I hope you find this
entertaining!
Picking a position:
The first, and arguably the most important, decision
you must make when playing ME 1650 is the choice
of which nation to run. In ME 1650 this is especially
important, as the capabilities of the various nations
vary widely, and they are not balanced versus each
other. Some nations like Northern Gondor are
extremely powerful, and can do almost anything with
a modicum of success, while others like Cardolan
have many weaknesses and no real strengths,
significantly limiting the range of possible actions.
If you are an individually competitive player do not
chose one of the weaker positions—you will
constantly be behind the power curve of the other
nations and will become frustrated.
Winning the Game:
The rules provide two basic ways to win the game
1) Find and bring the One Ring to Mount Doom 2)
Eliminate your opponents by killing all of their
commanders, taking their only possible capital, or
bankrupting them. In actual application however,
only the second option is truly viable to achieve
victory. Even a successful casting of Locate Artifact
True, will yield no information on the One Ring
before about turn 15. Further, even if you locate the
One Ring, the logistics involved in finding, reliably
transporting, and keeping the One Ring are virtually
insurmountable.
The inclusion of Victory Conditions in the game
gives the impression that competition in ME 1650
is individual as well as group. In Gunboat style
games this is likely true, but in the traditional team
based game, Victory Conditions are largely ignored.
Victory Conditions (VC’s) are generated randomly,
and are not necessarily achievable. A VC to collect
10 additional artifacts is a cake walk for the Noldo
position, but Cardolan is just as likely to have such
a VC, and for them it is virtually impossible to
complete.
Meta-Strategy:
Strategic actions in ME 1650 can be largely grouped
into one of two categories 1) Character based actions
2) Army based actions. It is through these character

or army actions that the success or failure of your
nation will be determined. Optimum performance
involves attempting to achieve as many effective
character and army actions as quickly as possible, while
countering those of your opponents.
Character Based Actions:
The most effective character based actions are those
which aim to reduce your opponents ability to wage
war [personal challenge, assassinate, steal, curse (a spell
which kills enemy characters), Influence their
population centers away]; or those which enhance your
own ability to wage war [train, hire army, locate
artifacts]. As characters are able to ignore terrain
penalties for movement, they can often move very
quickly, and quite stealthily to complete their missions.
In ME1650 the Dark Servant (DS) team is character
advantaged.
Army Based Actions:
Army based actions are traditional 4X game (explore,
expand, exploit, exterminate) moves geared towards
capturing/destroying enemy population centers while
protecting your own. The actions involve a host of
logistics ranging from recruiting, to feeding, to moving
successfully to a viable target. Armies, while quite
useful, are very expensive to maintain, move slowly
and predictably, and require large amounts of ongoing
resources (food) to stay effective. Troops tend to die
very quickly. In ME 1650 the Free People (FP) team
is army advantaged.
A natural question you may ask is which is better,
armies or characters? While to some extent this
depends on your individual circumstances, and all
positions will want to field some degree of both, the
generalized answer is characters. Characters cost less
to maintain, have greater mobility, are less vulnerable,
and more flexible in application than armies.
Economics:
Economics in ME1650 while critical, are relegated to a
support role. A team cannot win the game through
wealth alone, but they can surely lose it via the lack
thereof. Gold is used to create armies and characters,
as well as to maintain all of a player’s existing assets.
At first glance the commodity market looks intriguing,
but unfortunately the market model is not particularly
robust. As goods in ME 1650 have very little intrinsic

New
games
Waiting List: When I get all 25 (or
24 for Gunboat) nations into the
game I will allocate you your choice
of nation from the list of nations
that you have sent me - please send
multiple nation choices. Upto 2
nation game: play 1 or 2 Aligned
nations, or one Neutral nation.
Battle of the Five Armies (Bofa)
[Game 112]
2week turnaround
Beginners game: 5 available.
1650
[Game 69]
2 week turnaround
14 available. Waiting List game.
[Game 119]
Three Week turnaround
25 available. Prisoners and many
postal players involved.
1650 Gunboat
[Game 72]
2 week turnaround
Gunboat 3 nations each. 3 players
needed. Waiting List game.
2950
[Game 220]
2 week turnaround
19 nations available. Waiting List
game.
1000
[Game 42]
2 week turnaround
5 DS no others at present. Waiting List game.
Note please ask for variant games
we can try to get you opposition for
them if you are interested - mostly
Grudge teams though - if I get 10
players for any single type of game
then I will put it up for general
availability below and push it.

Grudge Games
We need opposition for:
1650: Steven Johnston (12), David
Foreman (6x2), Richard Devereux
(12 with some doubled)
2950: None
1000: David R.
WoTR: None
Last Alliance: None
World Championship: None

Check out the Front sheet /
turn email for all the latest
news on positions available!

value, the primary purpose of the world market is
to dump as many goods as quickly as possible in
order to generate gold for maintenance, etc. With a
few notable exceptions (e.g. purchasing timber to
replace a sabotaged bridge) commodities are rarely
purchased.
Diplomacy:
One of the great pleasures of the team version of
ME 1650 is the strong aspect diplomacy plays in
the game. In most games diplomacy consists of
persuading your neighbors to attack you last, or
sending them various taunts. In Me 1650 fully 20%
of the positions in the game do not belong to either
of the major factions, and must join one or the other
before the game ends. This provides enormous
incentive to converse, persuade, cajole these third
parties into your faction. Diplomacy is absolutely
vital, and it is possible to win the game solely on the
basis of superior diplomatic effort. Despite this it
is remarkable how few players engage in diplomatic
activity. Contact your neutral neighbors early and
often. Remember that ME 1650 is an entertainment
product, and a neutral will likely join the team that
can give them the most entertainment value for their
currency. Demonstrate that this is you, even if you
have never played ME 1650 before.
Communication and Teamwork:
In most faction based PBM games, a small fraction
of the players can form a team, usually in order to
win the game. In ME1650 there are two mega factions
each possessing 40% of the players of the game!
Large teams promote meeting more players, and
require a much greater degree of organization,
leadership, and social acumen to succeed. Due to
the complexity of ME 1650 there is a great deal or
ever changing information that must be gathered and
distributed. Sharing information among team mates
is absolutely vital, and it is common practice to share
entire turn files with one another. Even if you are a
new player to ME 1650, the very first thing you
should do is flip to the last page of your setup turn
and compose an e-mail to all of your team mates to
get the ball rolling. The second thing you should do
is setup a user group at Yahoogroups.com, inform
your team mates of the address, and upload your
turn. In ME 1650 the faction that communicates
early, often, and completely—and thinks of its team
mates interests at all times tends to win, even against
much more experienced opposition.
Order Issues:
Some of the orders available in 1650 have very subtle
effects, or in some cases the rules text is misleading.
Below are some of the orders which I found
particularly problematic:
850: Note ME has no initiative system. A smaller,
more mobile unit, with better command will not
necessarily move first. Such issues are resolved with
a coin toss. Also be aware that is very easy to
miscalculate army movement due to the presence of
small fords etc. Always have your team mates double
check any critical move orders.
860: Force March is guaranteed to lower your morale,
but it is not guaranteed to move you any further
than a normal army move. An army must have the
exact number of movement points to enter a hex,
and Force March only provides two more.
830: Naval movement requires a long chain of
destination variables. It is very easy to enter a single

incorrect hex direction and throw your entire course
of. Also storms seem to plague the seas and often
wreak havoc with water based movement. It is also
important to know that there are few, if any, useful
orders a character can execute while at sea.
665: A bridge can be sabotaged from either of the hex
sides it joins. This means that to guard against such
sabotage one must write 605 orders for both hexes.
725: The rulebook states that single class characters
cost 5,000 gold, and that multi-class
characters cost 10,000 gold. This is not in fact true, if
you use the 725 order to create a single class character
it will still cost 10,000 gold.
728-731-734-737: These order enable a character of a
particular to class create a new character of the same
class for the reduced cost of 5,000 gold. Study the
schedule for when character slots become available on
page 18 of the rulebook, and plan which characters
you will name ahead of time. Arrange to have a character
of the appropriate class at your capital the turn a new
slot opens to take advantage of these orders.
180-185: the rules text states that an aligned nation can
only have a disliked, neutral, or tolerated state with
other neutral nations. Keep in mind that as soon as the
neutral declares for one faction or another, he is no
longer considered neutral, and relations can be lowered
to hated, or raised to friendly.
260: It is harder to execute this order than it is to
threaten a pop center away in its entirety. Do not use.
300: The most efficient tax rate in the game is 60%.
The longer you wait to raise it to this level the greater
your opportunity costs (in terms of lost revenue and
lost camp loyalty) you incur. Try to issue this order
by turn 2.
400-420: The only troops that have real value in ME
1650 are heavy infantry, and heavy cavalry, avoid
recruiting the rest. Men-at-arms are only valuable for
creating low cost seed armies.
780: Use in lieu of 765 only if you have baggage train
items (e.g. war machines) to transfer other than food.
770: Hiring an army costs 5k to create the container.
By clever planning you should be able to avoid this
order after the initial couple of turns by creating seed
armies.
340-357: In order for these transfers to work the nation
giving the items must have friendly relations with the
target nation. It does not matter what relation the
target nation has with the giving nation.
500: be sure and have the emissaries in your faction
issue this order versus one another so your opposing
faction cannot.
949: The new loyalty rating of a transferred pop center
is equal to 1/2 the emissary rank of the emissary who
received ownership. Do not use weak emissaries to
receive critical population centers!
710: This order will fail if you issue it at an allied pop
center. It must be issued at one of your own pop
centers.
285-290: Encounters can be useful to certain nations
with powerful characters, all other nations should strive
to avoid them whenever possible, as they will more
than likely have harmful results.
740: If you have a character you wish to be rid of
sacrifice him to a faction mate in a challenge instead.
Do not use this order.
948: While many of the critical transfer orders (325,
947) express quantity as a percentage, note that this
essential order expresses quantity in units. Be sure
and double check this or your ally may be very
disappointed when 90 units of food arrive instead of
15243!

staNd-by
PositioNs
Drop-outs available - don't forget
you get a free turn for taking
these up!
E [Early] = 0-10 turn,
M (Midgame]= 11-20,
L [Late game] = 21+,
[A= Aligned if a Neutral, N= not
aligned if a Neutral]
P = Postal and Email game,

BoFA None
1000: Evil (l), Neutral (e)
2950: 1 nation (other dead) (egun)
1650: S Gondor (l), FireK (m),
2 Gunboat (e), Dragon
Lord (L), Blind Sorcerer
(L)
CHECK OUT THE FRONT SHEET /
TURN EMAIL FOR ALL THE LATEST
NEWS ON POSITIONS AVAILABLE!

News from Bree
We're looking for strategy
articles to publish in these
pages. If you feel inspired,
please write to ...

bree@timewyrm.co.uk
Endgame reports always welcome!

Completing Your Turn:
After discussing with your team mates what role
you are to play in the upcoming turn, find a pencil
and use the order sheet provided with your turn as
scratch paper to draft your orders. Be sure and look
up in the rule book each and every order as your
write it to get the required information correct. Once
you have done this go to the official Middle Earth
web page at:
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/town/way
/gs21/megfiles/lib.htm
Click on “AutoMagic” on the left hand side to begin
downloading a wonderful order input utility that
will catch many of your mistakes. AutoMagic is by
and large cross platform compliant, and fairly easy
to use. Type in (or import the XML file provided
with your turn PDF) your character info. Next input
the draft orders you prepared in pencil, and correct
any errors. Then go to the “send” section of the
utility and copy the text of your orders on the right
and post it to your allies on your yahoo user group.
This should be done several days in advance of the
deadline so that your faction mates can catch any
errors, and provide you with critique. After making
any necessary changes send Harlequin Games the
AutoMagic file to submit your turn. By following
this procedure each and every time you submit a
turn, you will make few if any errors, and your allies

will also know what you are up to. Veteran players
often get lazy in order writing, and follow a much more
abbreviated procedure which has a much higher
incidence of error. One way a new player can effectively
compete with a veteran is through superior effort and
organization.
Getting Information:
In the real world information is power, and it is no
different in ME 1650. Poor decisions are more often
the result of inaccurate/ incomplete information than
poor strategy. A new player can level the experience
gap between himself and the veterans very quickly by
doing a little research. The previously mentioned
official ME web page has a plethora of useful
information, but the Bible of ME 1650 is maintained
by Kevin Bobbins, and can be found at:
http://www.middleearthpbm.co.uk/
This site contains detailed instructions on how to get
the most out of every encounter, a complete list of all
characters and artifacts in the game, sample turns for
every position, and much more. When in doubt, don’t
take a chance, look it up! Finally, the customer service
staff at Harlequin is among the best I have ever
encountered in the PBM world. They are an excellent
source of information and will happily respond to any
query promptly.

A Beginner's Guide to MEPBM
Part 5: The End Game
’...and the tale of their long waiting and labours was come to fulfilment.’
Lord of the Rings III.
The end game of Middle Earth Play By Mail can be a chaotic time. By
the time the End Game has occurred, the surviving nations are typically
running at maximum efficiency. Their population centers can support
the strongest characters and biggest armies. The characters are well
skilled and many carry powerful artifacts. However, the ability
to pin down the opponent to a specific final battle can be
difficult at best and nearly impossible at worst.
The End Game should probably defined as that part of
the game where one side or the other, the Free Peoples or
the Dark, has significant numerical superiority over the
other. During this time period, all of the plans established
during the opening moves, and during the mid-game,
come to fruition or show their weaknesses. Players
need to focus on finding and eliminating the enemy.
Alternatively, the quest for the One Ring can proceed
in earnest. Either way, it is a time for single minded
determination: Win at all costs!
Finding the enemy
One of the problems with the end game is that
there is so much map area that no player can
actually see. This ‘off map’ territory is ripe for
players to hide secret strongholds where they
can regrow their nation and plot their revenge.
Some of the more classic areas include Minhiriath
for the Dark, or the east and south map edges for
the Free. Once such a population center is raised
to a major town, the nation will always have at
least one secret ‘backup capital’ in case their main
capital falls.
How do these population centers get built? If
you will recall, the game only allows a fixed amount
of population centers to be in play at any one
time (commonly called the ‘camp limit’).
However, as a population center is
destroyed, the game allows for a new
population center to be built. This means
that with coordination, some enemy
camps can be destroyed with your
(or your ally’s) army while your
emissary goes to work somewhere
sneaky! Further, the map has a
number of ruins marked on it at
game start. Many players believe
these ruins can always be camped
regardless of whether the camp limit
has been met. Finally, the clever
player will have placed a few secret
population centers into play much earlier
in the game, perhaps during the opening
moves or mid-game.
Actually, Moria is a very decent population center
for the Dark as it gets the Balrog and Fortifications! By
placing a camp in such a region early in the game, a nation can easily
begin slowly to build a nasty ‘back up capital’ (any population center,
other than the capital, that is a major town or city). The difficulty for
the opponent is finding where those hidden population centers lie. After
all, you cannot fight what you cannot see.
Fortunately, the game gives each character type the ability to locate

by Jeff Dobberpuhl

the enemy. Commanders and agents should go out to recon or scout off
map areas. Careful teamwork with one’s allies will quickly eliminate
possible hideouts. Mages are also useful. By scrying (via palantir or
spell) enemy major towns and cities, mages will learn where the enemy
is hiding their other major towns and capitals. Further, they have spells
that directly double as a Commander’s recon ability. Emissaries can try
to uncover secrets (585) on enemy major towns and cities. A
successful 585 may reveal other major
towns and cities of the enemy.
However, there are more subtle
ways of locating your foe. Check for
enemy activity in the Nation Messages.
If you see that Murazor just had an
encounter in the far north-west, it may
be a good idea to focus energies in that
direction. Use Locate Artifact and
Character spells to track down known
enemy operatives. Even spells 410
(Divine Allegiance Forces) and 419
(Divine Nation Forces) can be
useful in this regard.
Eliminating the enemy
Many nations thrive only by
selling product. By controlling
the economy, a team can make
it virtually impossible for an
enemy to survive from certain
market sales. A team should
try to determine what the
enemy is most likely hoarding
in product (timber in forest,
etc). At that point, it may be
possible to flood the market
with that product turn after
turn, driving prices down.
This tactic seems to work the
best on timber, bronze, steel and mithril.
To avoid having this tactic used against you,
look for artifacts that allow access to the
conjuring lists. Learning how to summon food
or mounts can supply your nation with a
renewable resource turn after turn.
Further, always look for ways to deny the enemy
gold. Here are some quick and dirty tricks, some of
which have been previously discussed:
1 - Sabotaging enemy stores to deny a nation gold.
2 - Steal gold from the enemy.
3 - Kidnapping enemy characters instead of
assassinating them. 4 - ‘Camp’ in enemy capitals
with high level agents, challengers and sickness/curse
squads. This will keep the enemy from issuing capital
orders. Mages and Agents are arguably best used to
camp out on an enemy capital, This can completely
shut down a nation’s ability to function as a sickness/
curse squad, or an agent squad, and continually
prohibits the enemy from being able to issue any orders.
5 - Use emissaries to hit enemy camps (which typically have lower
loyalty) to deny the enemy resources.
6 - Hit enemy population centers, especially fortified ones, with suicide
armies of 100 or so troops. It will kill your commander, but it will stop
the population center from contributing its resources to the nation. It

CoNtaCtiNg
the mePbm
offiCe
UK: Office A, 340 North Road,
Cardiff, Wales, CF14 3BP
TL: 029 20913359
[dial code 011 44 2920 for US players.
10am-6.30pm UK time (BST - British
Standard Time); 5am-1.30pm (EST)]

FAX: 029 20625532
EM: me@middleearthgames.com
USA: PO Box 280, Medford, OR
97501-0019, USA
Phone & Fax: 541-772-7872 (105pm weekdays) (fax24hrs)
AUSTRALIA:
PBM Enterprises, PO Box 278,
Emerald Victoria, Australia 3782
Phone & Fax: +61 3 5968-5652
WEBSITES
www.middleearthgames.com
www.harlequingames.com
EMAIL LIST
Check out the websites (above) for

also prevents many capital orders from being
issued.
7 - Do not capture enemy population
centers, but destroy them. This has two
beneficial effects: first it denies the enemy
the possibility of recapturing lost ground,
and second it provides your armies the
greatest morale and training boosts.
It is also important to control the
battlefield. Nations should coordinate
themselves so they are sending in wave after
wave of armies on a single enemy. This is a
critical time to focus on one enemy nation
at a time, and crush it completely. If a nation
is not eliminated, then it can still contribute,
re-establish itself, and seek revenge. By
focusing on one enemy nation at a time, a
team can bring the resources of the entire
team to bear against a single foe. Few nations
can withstand a coordinated attack... Be sure
to bring as much power to an army as
possible. Stack battle mages and artifacts in
with the troops. Search out and recruit
dragons. Many players forget that capturing
or destroying an enemy population center
causes other enemy population center
loyalties to decrease. For that reason,
consider avoiding threatening away
population centers in the end game.

more information.

PaymeNts
Payments to Middle Earth PBM
Games not Harlequin. 5% charge
for UK Credit card payments &
you can pay directly through our
website (World Pay [WP] will
appear on your statement).
You can also set up a monthly
payment with us for a SET amount
taken from your credit card at the
beginning of each month. Ask for
more details if interested.
If your account is low funds
there will be an administration
charge of £1 for the first turn, and
50p for subsequent turns on Low
funds.
Note that CC payments are
accepted in the following
currencies: UK£, US$ & AUS$ as
well as some other currencies.

News from
bree
My thanks to everyone who has
sent articles. I am still looking for
more though! Please try to keep
your articles to about 900 words
(or shorter), otherwise I may have
to edit you severely!
Editor: Colin Forbes,
2A Guinea Street, Exeter, Devon
bree@timewyrm.co.uk

The One Ring
But what to do if you are on the ropes?
Ahhhh... desperate times call for desperate
measures. It is time to quest for the Ring!
The One Ring is the ultimate victory condition and
very difficult to track down. There are only a few
ways to accomplish this, none of which are certain.
1 - Luck. Bilbo or Gollum carries the ring. It is
possible, as a random encounter, to just bump into
one of these two. If encountered, both have a fairly
low challenge rating and can be easily killed. If they
are carrying the ring, it may just fall into the hands
of the challenger. If the challenger is an army
commander, my experience is that the army
commander will immediately lose the ring, and that
it will be lost in either the hex of the challenge or in
one of the six hexes surrounding the hex of the
challenge.
2 - Skill. Only the highest level mages with the best
skills in Locate Artifact True have any chance of
finding the One Ring. In game 50, I had Saruman fail
and he had a natural mage rank of 95 and an artifactaugmented rank of the high 100s (I did succeed on
the second attempt). Consequently, it may be easier
to actually locate Bilbo or Gollum by spells! If trying
to locate the Ring, try Researching the Ring first. If
successful, it seems your mage has a better chance
of success with Locate Artifact True. Either way,
once the ring is located, it is important to know that
it ‘moves’ each turn as Gollum or Bilbo wanders
about the map. If you can manage to get a character
into the hex with the ring bearer, then the ring can be
stolen or, as shown above, captured after successfully
killing its bearer.
Once the Ring is secured, everyone in the game
gets a message the Ring has been found. Rumor has
it that an agent stealing the ring from Bilbo or Gollum
will not result in this message ... Either way, the long
march to Mount Doom begins. At this point, there
is more Middle Earth Play By Mail legend that fact
available. Some say that low level characters are less

perverted by the power of the ring and have more of a
chance to make it to Mount Doom. Others say that
high level characters are more likely to be perverted by
the ring and be taken out of the game, lost in their
obsession with ‘My Precious’! Either way, expect a
blood bath at Mount Doom. Everyone and their mother
and their mother’s dog will be there. This is because
two 990 (One Ring) orders must be issued on the same
turn. Everyone will have a chance to prevent the orders
from going off.
A ring victory ends the game and establishes your
team as the supreme champions of Middle Earth.
Conclusion
MEPBM is wonderful game. It is so simple in its
concept, but so complex in its execution. The rules are
sometimes obscurely written, and like all good magics,
much of the way things work has been lost to time and
the mysteries of computer programming. However, the
rules are not nearly as complex as are the nearly-infinite
strategies and moves that players have to ponder turn
after turn. The best players keep careful notes from
each game of what works and what doesn’t work. Some
hoard this information like Denethor and his Palantir,
others freely share what they have as if they were
hobbits and it was their birthday. As a result, players
should scour the internet for sites that may reveal more
details about this fascinating game. Additionally,
hopefully this series of articles has been useful to the
novice as will as the master player.
This is a game where a player’s skill in the game
will rapidly improve with each scenario played. Good
luck and Good Gaming!
This is the last of a series of articles previously published
in Flagship magazine (www.pbmgames.com) and reprinted here by permission.

New Players in 2950
Some Suggested Nations
by Marc Pinsonneault
Here is a stab at a list of suggested nations for new players in 2950. I
have three categories: good, mixed, poor; I also discuss the pros and
cons of running the "big" positions at the end.
In designing this list, I've considered a few factors. The ideal
nation has some breathing room; it is no fun to have your nation hammered in the first few turns when you're figuring out the rules. A good
choice also has some flexibility (e.g. you could pick a military or character-based path). Finally, you'd like a position where you are not going
to be under tremendous economic pressure; there are a number of nations that run a real risk of bankruptcy, especially in winter. For all
nations, name at least 2 emissaries as soon as you can and place camps.
Each nation starts with 5-6 pop centers, and there are 200 slots for new
camps. These new spaces fill up within the first 10 turns; you will have
a far easier game with 15 pop centers on turn 10 than you will with 5.
Good choices for the free
Rangers: The Rangers are safe and the local climate is good; try to place
camps in the hills/rough and on or below row xx09. Your main tactical
goal is to work with the Noldo to take 2006 from the Witch-King. This
is a flexible nation - you can play banker to your team and develop in
any of the 4 main skill classes.
Dwarfs: The dwarfs are a secure position that can also play a
military role in the east. Use your far western armies only to post
camps; they are too far from the servants to use militarily. Your main
tactical goal is to work with the Northmen in the east; try to set up a
shuttle sending troops from 3707 to 3916. This nation is probably best
as a military nation, although you can do a decent job with emmys or
agents.
Good neutral choice
Corsairs, Khand. Fairly isolated, reasonably powerful. The Corsairs
can reasonably join either alliance and tough enough to withstand an
attack from either. In practice the Khand usually join the dark servants.
Talk to people for a better game; there is some risk of isolation if you are
not strong at communicating.
Good dark servant choices
Quiet Avenger; Blind Sorceror; Fire King. All three nations are reasonably secure and permit you to build up a strong nation. Each has a
different specialty - emissary/agent (QA), military (Fire King), mage
(Blind S.) The fire king should expect to run a shuttle from 3426 to 3224
to the Ithil pass and work with the Mordor nations; place camps in
spots where you can use that hire-for-free ability to get the free. The BS
can do the artifact-hunting game or develop curse squads; expect a lot of
requests for intelligence-gathering. The QA needs to talk to the neighboring
neutrals, and usually develops into a character-based position by
midgame.
Poor choices
The following nations make poor picks for new players for different
reasons. Nations on this list have several of the following features: 1)
they come under early pressure; 2) they require a good understanding of
the "opening moves" that place new players at a big disadvantage; 3)
they provide little freedom to name characters, learn the rules, build up
your nation, etc. I put Rohan on this list for several reasons. Rohan can
be badly hurt if either the WW or Duns go dark; if the servants choose
to target it, Rohan can also really struggle with survival in the early
game.
Northmen, Northern Gondor, Rohan (free)
Rhun (neutral)
Witch-King, Dragon Lord (dark)

Mixed choices
The following nations may be reasonably spots for new players.
Relative to the best nations, they
are more vulnerable to deadly early
enemy attack. They can also have
a tendency to get very poor, and
running them requires a higher
level of interaction with other
players. At the same time,
many of these nations also have
some strong assets and can be
enjoyable *if* you go into the
game well aware of their
strengths and weaknesses.
Woodmen, Silvans, Sinda
(free): The WM and Sinda can be subjected to a deadly early attack by the servants that place them on the
defensive. If they survive the early going they can be good choices.
The WM should never be afraid to ask for gold early and often. The
Silvans can be run effectively as an agent nation. They are cursed
with a poor climate and the ability to raise more troops than they can
afford, while it takes longer than it looks like to get those troops to the
front lines. Any of these nations should coordinate closely with the
other Mirkwood powers.
WW, Duns (neutrals): Both are strong nations, but it can be
tricky to run neutrals like these in your initial game. If either goes
dark it is a huge benefit to the dark servants but a big challenge to fend
off the free; if they go free they are more secure but a bit far from the
action. I'd suggest trying these positions - with their subtle military
and diplomatic challenges - after you have a good feel for the game.
Ice King, Long Rider (dark): the Long Rider position is fun
but requires a lot of skill; if it was an animal it would be a cheetah. You
have to make the most of your position in the first few turns, and it is
easy to get stuck with few camps, no armies, and a boring position.
The Ice King is usually faced with lots of demands and can easily
come under severe cash shortage pressure; for a player with some
experience it can be a lot of fun (armies and agents, which require
emissaries to develop the economy to support them.)
"Powerhouse" nations
The Noldo and SG (free), along with the Cloud Lord, Dog Lord, and
Dark Lts. (dark) are strong positions. Running any of these in your
first game has some significant drawbacks that you should be aware
of. All are faced with some complex strategic decisions that will have
a big impact on the game. Three of them (cloud lord, dark lts., noldo)
are relied upon heavily by their teams to perform specialized roles.
You will need a higher than usual level of co-ordination with your
teammates to enjoy these nations, and if you stumble the consequences for the entire game will be severe. I would strongly advise
avoiding the cloud lord, dark lts., or noldo in your first game for the
above reasons.
Of these five, the two most suitable are the dog lord and SG.
I've put the Dog Lord on this "caution" list because of the complexities of raising large cavalry armies and the bewildering array of possible military options (ithil pass, rohan, mirkwood, rhun.) Southern
Gondor needs to co-ordinate closely with Northern Gondor, the naval
movement rules are tricky, and you will be expected to ship lots of
gold to your teammates. It can also be difficult to fend off a dark
corsair nation. Either is a great choice for a second or subsequent
game.

Hall of Fame
Game 226 (2950)
After much hardship and struggle, game 226 finally ends with a victory
for the Free Peoples. The game started with the Free Peoples taking the
early initiative and making a strong concerted effort into the Morgul pass.
The Dark Servants countered this by coming out strong from Dol Goldur
and Morannon and invading Lothlorien. By turn 6 the Minas Morgul and
Caras Galadhon had both fallen eliminating the Witch King and Sinda
Elves. However it was soon afterwards the White Wizard stepped away
from neutrality and entered into the fray on the side of the Free Peoples.
After gathering the remains of the Sinda, the combined forces of the
Woodmen, Noldo, and White Wizard were finally able take Dol Goldur
and oust the Dragon Lord from Greenwood on turn 13.
But the success up north was short lived as two fleets from the
Corsairs appeared on the shores of Gondor and capture Dol Amroth and
Fanuilond. Spurred by their recent successes, Dark Servant agents and
emmissaries took the initiative and took control of many Gondor population centers and assassinated many a brave commander. The Free Peoples were reeling for a few turns as the Dog Lord and Ice King also sent
forth large forces from Morannon. The contest was close, but in the end
our superior agents, emmies, and cursers prevailed as we stopped the
Morannon offensive at Buth Oviasa and hunted down the Corsairs armies with our agents. The game ended on turn 20 as the Dark Servants
conceded defeat with the failure of their final offensive.
- Grima Wormtongue
Game 233
233 was a blowout from about turn 3, when Khamul challenged Erestor at
the Ring of Wind site and killed him. The DS recovered six of the top six
agent artifacts, were never seriously threatened in Ithilien, and proceeded
to roll right over the Northmen, then conquer Mirkwood, while kidnapping scads of Gondorian commanders. Even the accidental bankruptcy of
the Dog Lord couldn't stop the juggernaught of Mordor, and the FP
dropped en masse on turn 13.
Tony Z
Game 229 (2950)
After a hard-fought 20-turn grudge match, the Dark Servants emerged
victorious, having driven their armies across Gondor to the gates of
Edoras and Dunland. Early on, the situation was quite in doubt, but a
concerted team effort allowed us to carry the day.
The scenario was 2950 12v12, World Championship format (no
Rhun, Corsairs and Khand DS, Dun and WW free). The first few turns
were fairly normal, with the Khand and Long Rider armies heading north
against the Dwarves and Northmen, while the Mordor powers fought
for the pass. The Mordor economies were buoyed by several successful
buyouts (and one botched mithril buyout) organized by the Blind Sorcerer
and Dragon Lord. Our early game artifact recovery effort went well,
netting us many of the major agent and curse artifacts. Curse squads
were up and running within ten turns, about the same time the east side
of the river was secured for the Dark and Imladris was burned by the
Dragon Lord (after the Noldo hid 2711 to help the Woodmen).
The beginning of the end, however, came on turn 14, in one of
the most unique combinations I’ve ever seen in ME. The DS had some
armies on the west side of the river, although the bridge had been taken
down. DS emissaries and agents were busy clearing out Minas Tirith,
but we assumed North Gondor would put an army on 2924 to keep it
out of our hands. Plans proceeded to rebuild the bridge and keep pressure
on Gondor (including continuing Corsair naval landings and QA assault
from the south). No one could have predicted, however, how events
would transpire. DS armies had been suiciding against the walls for the
previous two turns, besieging the city and preventing new armies from
being hired, while character actions proceeded apace. On turn 14, the
Free attempted to hold Minas Tirith by hiding the city with the Mantle
of Doriath. Unfortunately, they were about 63 orders too late. DS
emissaries took Tirith (multiple times, actually) before it ended up,

hidden, in Ice King hands. The next turn, the Cloud Lord stole the
Mantle and spirited it away to be lost forever in the Sea of Nurnen.
The Free almost dropped at that point (Clint actually notified
us that the game was over), but they ended up fighting valiantly until
turn 20. Pelargir was secured on turn 15 (by emissary action), and DS
armies ranged to 2527 and the Rider and Northman capitals before it
was all over. With multiple curse and assassin squads eliminating such
notables as Galadriel, Saruman and Elrohir within a turn of each other,
the Free were left with no choice but to concede. Probably the most
memorable of the Cloud Lord’s many kills would have to be the
elimination of the Free curse company. After locating the Free curse
squad, the Cloud Lord assassinated the company commander, stranding
the squad for a turn, and allowing multiple DS assets to converge and
annihilate the Free mages. It was, to say the least, a bloodbath.
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the largest clash of characters
and armies, the battle for Mount Gundabad. Over several turns, the Free
attempted to move several armies through a Dunadan camp at 2204
(backed up by their curse squad) to secure a large portion of the Mistys.
With the Curse Squad Waltz (thanks to ADJ for that one) in full effect,
backed up by dragons and assassins, over 20,000 Free troops were
eliminated or disbanded, and the Witch King held Mt Gundabad at the
end of the game.
I would also be remiss if, as the Long Rider, I didn’t mention the
touching deaths of Din Ohtar (turn 7, assassinated by Elrohir), and his
companion Lomelinde (turn 8, challenge from Elladan). Their faithful
service to the cause of Lord Sauron inspired their comrades to ultimate
victory.
Thanks to the Free for a fun game, and to my entire team, who
certainly played as a unit:
Marc Pinsonneault (Witch King)
Tom Woestman (Dragon Lord)
Ben Shushan (Dog Lord)
Kevin Given (Cloud Lord)
Andrew Jones (Blind Sorcerer)
Brian Cash (Ice King)
Ulrik Bisgaard (Quiet Avenger)
Nick Barnes (Fire King)
Jason Bennett (Long Rider)
Matt Ashley (Dark Lts)
Peter Nigro (Corsairs)
Johan Nilson (Khand Easterlings)

Selecting Nations for
New Players in 1650
by Clint Oldridge
When joining a game
Choose either 2950 or 1650. 2950 has a slower build up to 1650
which is very aggressive and active from the game start. Players perfering
a slower start should pick 2950 to 1650 games. 2950 games are more
character based, but lower economic base to 1650.
After choosing a scenario (1650 or 2950). Send me a list of the
nations from the following list that you are happy to play (the more
nations you choose the easier it is to create a balanced game). We strongly
advise players choose these nations over any of the others available as
they are particularly good for new players to the game.
In order or preference of ease and suitablility of play for new players.
Choose Free People in preference to Dark Servants unless you have a
strong preference for Dark Servants. They are easier to play and more
independent as a general rule. Dark Servants in Mordor need a lot of
diplomacy and organisation to offset the Free Peoples military advantage
at game start.
In addition the Dark Servant economic deficit (around 1/3 the income
and recruiting base of the Free) is a major hurdle to overcome and often
leads to bankruptcy or under-recruit and you get swarmed to by the FP
hordes of armies. DS have a strong agent and character advantage and are
mostly defende by the Mountains of Mordor.
Neutrals
All Neutrals will need to join a side at some time. Their major advantages
are that they are not under threat by other aligned nations at game start as
they are Neutral. Neutral nations can sometimes attack other Neutrals be
warned! All have a strong economic base and all will need to chat to their
aligned adjacent nations if they want to not be attacked by them. From a
learning the game perspective it is often better to join a team and learn
from your more experienced team-mates. As a Neutral you will have
minor ot no assistance in learning the new game.
Suggested Nations
Free People: Dwarves (8), Cardolan (5), Arthedain (4), Sindar (9), South
Gondor (7)
Dark Servant: Long Rider (19), Blind Sorcerer (15), Fire King (18), Dark
Lieutenants (20), Dog Lord (13)
Neutral: Dunlendings (23), Easterlings (25), Corsairs (21), Harad (22)
Not Cardolan and Arthedain, nor Fire King and Dog Lord both as new
players in the same game. Both Corsair and Harad as new players or
neither.
Quick synopsis of each nation
Dwarves: Advantages: strongly military, difficult to knock out, strong
economic base. A couple of strong characters. Disadvantages: spread over
map. Special rules dwarves have some agent orders available to them.
Cardolan: Advantages: Strong military, difficult to knock out, decent
economic base. Safely in the Northwest this nation is an excellent introduction to military recruitment and movement of large armies. Disadvantages: Weak characters. Special rules: Hire army at no cost (770).
Arthedain: Advantages: Strong military, decent economic base. Safely in
the Northwest this nation is an excellent introduction to military recruitment, although weaker than Cardolan and movement of large armies.
Disadvantages: Capital can be under threat by your nearest enemy the
Witch King. Special rules: Mages
Sinda: Advantages: Strong Characters, good economic base, lots of Magic
and agents. Disadvantages: Spread out population centres and armies.
Mages are important for the team, so a reasonable level of diplomacy
with the team can be daunting for new players. Special Rules: Hidden
Population centres, spells.
South Gondor: Advantages: Excellent economy, strong characters, excellent armies. Disadvantages: Team relies on your economic support. The

team also needs your military support which
can be daunting to organise. Special Rules:
Navies
Long Rider: Advantages: Strong Characters, decent economic base, good starting
armies, safe capital and good agents.
Independent to the battle for Mordor
so low levels of communication
needed. Disadvantages: Lots to
learn. Special Rules:
Agents, navies.
Blind Sorcerer: Advantages:
Best
Mages in the game.
Very tasty start army.
Disadvantages: Minor military impact,
very much a support
nation. Economy can be dangerous if you keep your army for too long.
Special Rules: Magic lots of it.
Fire King: Advantages: Strong military, decent economic base. Low complexity. Nice mix of characters. This nation is an excellent introduction to
military recruitment and movement of large armies. Disadvantages: Weak
characters. On the forefront of the Gonorian military might you are
potentially under threat from them. High level of talking with teammates and organisation needed. Special rules: Hire army at no cost (770).
Dark Lieutenants: Advantages: One of the strongest Dark Servant nations it has very good characters, good agents. Safe population centres in
Mordor. Strong economic base. Disadvantages: High complexity. Weak
militarily, supporting role for the team is a necessity including some
sacrifice of initital resources probably needed. Defence of Dog Lord, Ice
King or Fire King essential.
Dog Lord: Advantages: Strong military, decent economic base. Mediumhigh complexity. Good characters with a nice mix of skills. This nation is
an excellent introduction to military recruitment and movement of large
cavalry. Disadvantages: Morannon (capital) protects the route into
Mordor the heart land of the Dark Servants. You will come under attack
by the Eothraim, Sindar, Northmen, Dwarves and/or North Gondor at
some point in the game! Reasonable level of diplomacy with team-mates
and organisation needed. Special rules: Summon Mounts.
Dunlendings: Advantages: Good characters, including good starting
Mages, with the ability to name new tasty agents. Diasdvantages: Can be
attacked by the military superior Rhudaur (24). Special Rules: Name
agents @40.
Easterlings: Advantages: Good characters, good military, including good
starting Mages. Safe location hard to take out allowing for a slow build up
of nations. Diasdvantages: Often forced to go Dark Servant due to their
preceived geographical nature. This nation is basically split in half with
half the Population centres near the Sea of Rhun and the other in the far
southeast whichever side you join it’s quite likely you’ll lose the other
half.
Corsairs: Advantages: Good characters, including good starting Commanders and best Navies. Diasdvantages: Can be attacked by the long
term military superior Harad. Adjacent to the Quiet Avenger communication with this Dark Servant, and the Neutral Harad is essential. Special
Rules: Navies.
Haradwaith: Advantages: Awesome economic base. Diasdvantages: Poor
Characters, can be attacked by the short term military superior Corsair.
Harad is split in half by the sea so knowledge of navies is important.
Adjacent to the Quiet Avenger communication with this Dark Servant,
the fleets of Free People Southern Gondor and the Neutral Corsair is
essential. Special Rules: Navies, Hire army at no cost (770).

the hobbit
meets
star wars
Strider: Aragorn son of Arathorn,
I'm the captain of the Rangers.
They tell me you're looking for
passage to Rivendell.
Frodo: Yes, indeed. If you're a fast
Ranger.
Strider: Fast? You've never heard
of Strider?
Frodo: Should I have?
Strider: I've made the Gondor run
in less than twelve leagues!
Frodo reacts to Strider's stupid attempt to impress them with obvious misinformation.
Strider: I've outrun armies of
Orcs, not the local half-Orcs, mind
you. I'm talking about the big
Uruks of Mordor now. I'm fast
enough for you, old hobbit. What's
the cargo?
Frodo: Only passengers. Myself,
the boy, two other hobbits with
funny names, and no questions
asked.
Strider: What is it? Some kind of
local trouble?
Frodo: Let's just say we'd like to
avoid any Mordorian entanglements.
Strider: Well, that's the trick, isn't
it? And it's going to cost you something extra. Ten thousand, all in
advance.
Sam: Ten thousand? We could almost buy our own Ringwraith for
that!
Strider: But who's going to control it, kid? You?
Sam: You bet I could. I'm not such
a bad Dark Lord myself! We don't
have to sit here and listen....
Frodo: We haven't that much with
us. But we could pay your two
thousand now, plus fifteen when
we reach Rivendell.
Strider: Seventeen, huh!
Strider ponders this for a few moments.
Strider: Okay, you guys got yourself a Ranger. We'll leave as soon
as you're ready. Stable ninetyfour.
Frodo: Ninety-four.
Strider: Looks like somebody's
beginning to take an interest in
your handiwork.
Frodo and Sam turn around to see
four Orcs looking at the dead bodies and asking Butterbur some
questions. Butterbur points to the
booth.
Orc: All right, we'll check it out.
The Orcs look over at the booth
but Frodo and Sam are gone.
Butterbur shrugs his shoulders in

Auntie Galadriel
In the last issue of News from Bree, James
Amberson, wrote in with a question co0ncerning
the sinda camp at 2915. Auntie Galdriel is pleased
to print this reply from 'Anonymous White Hand
Orc # 4'
Dear Auntie Galadriel,
This review is about how, in the 2950 scenario, the
Silvan Elves can attempt to keep their starting camp
at 2915. Having never played 2950, my take on the
situation is that of a new player, and anyone should
feel free to provide constructive feedback. With the
use of both Combat Calculator, and the starting turns
from the Bobbins site (my thanks to both developers
for their efforts), it appears that the task is a daunting
one. If the Silvan desires to keep the camp at 2915,
then preparations need to be made with the opening
moves – any later and mean-spirited neighbors will
take it away.
The camp at 2915 has great production and is
worth keeping. Its defense, however, depends
entirely on where the Long Rider sends his cav force
at 3017. If the cav does not show up at 2915 on turn
one, the Silvans have dodged a bullet for a turn or
two. If it does show, however, the outlook is grim.
Against 300 mixed inf (assuming recruitment), The
LR’s 650 mixed cav (assuming recruitment) wins
with about 80% of remaining forces. Even if the LR
waited a turn to split off an army, the Silvans are not
able to recruit enough troops in two turns to keep
both the camp and recruitment army intact, which is
the point of trying to keep the pop.
The Silvan could try to intercept the LR cav off
of hex 2915 (an unlikely event). If the intercept
works, having Camthalion issue challenge may then
slow the cav down, but may also result in
Camthalion’s death. Meanwhile, the Silvan could
have another commander with an artifact arrive and
hire a new army. Unfortunately, the LR cav will
arrive next turn unless challenge is refused, and then
face only 100 HI and a nervous commander who is
worried more about being overrun and killed rather
than saving some little camp. The LR defeats this
new army with over 400 mixed cav remaining, wins
the camp, and the battle costs the Silvans 5,000 gold
for the new army. Interception only prolongs the
loss of the camp a turn or two.
The Silvan could buy a tower to reinforce the
hex. Then if the LR tried to capture it, he would risk
the depletion of his forces with nothing to show for
it. The Silvans could keep Camthalion’s army at 2915
to be destroyed or optionally retreat it into
Greenwood to keep it intact. This choice is a fateful
one, however. If Uvatha gets command of the cav,
then the he can capture the camp & fort. If
Camthalion stays to defend, the additional HI appear
to tip the battle in the Silvan’s favor. The issue here
is whether the Silvan stays to defend his new tower,
or retreats to allow the LR to bash himself to pieces
on it, hoping that Uvatha doesn’t show up. Chances
are, Uvatha is on his way to the capitol…but the LR
could be sneaky about that.
The Silvan could do both the Tower and Intercept
strategies, together. This becomes costly, however,
with the tower at 6,600+ gold and 5,000 to hire a
new army. And it will likley not work, since the cav

is difficult to intercept. If Silvan characters with combat
artifacts joined the second battle, this could result in
the disbanding of the cavalry. Then the Northmen and
Rohan would drink to Thranduil’s good health!
However, this all depends on whether the LR also
shows up with artifacts and spells. For the Silvans, to
defend 2915, the cost in orders and gold is very high,
but it does sap much of the LR cavalry’s strength. If
other nations can be convinced to offset the gold costs,
or quickly send troops to aid in the defense of 2915
(Rohan, perhaps), the tower strategy could work.
However, this strategy is costly in the long term.
First, it keeps Lindal hanging around 2915. Second, if
the Silvan sends other commanders, the orders invested
to do so will come to naught if the camp falls. Third,
after the LR destroys the defenders, he can threaten
the place away. That means that the Silvan has spent
11,600+ gold, to likely loose a fortified camp with
good production. Expensive, to say the least. And the
camp is now even more difficult to take back, with a
new tower there. The Dragon Lord would also be
mildly amused by what is going next door to his capitol.
His/her play may hold more for the fate of 2915 than
the Long Rider. The DL could show up at any point,
risking at least some of his capitol defense forces for a
try at a depleted 2915. Defending the camp appears to
be costly; the Silvan can sink gold, orders, and use of
artifacts into this camp and still loose it. The camp
should be re-named Cebir Money Pit, not Cebir
Fanuin…
The next option is to abandon the camp. This is a
variant on the “scorched earth” ploy - If the Silvans
can’t keep it, it should be denied to the DS.
Unfortunately, when reviewing the starting character
locations it becomes painfully obvious that the Silvan
elves need a new human resources department. Neither
of the Silvan characters starting at 2915 can issue order
560-Abandon Camp. Legolas would be very useful
starting out at 2915. In fact, ANY character with emmy
skill would be useful there, but there isn’t an emissary
point to be had. The hard reality is that there seems no
choice. To retreat, saving the recruiting army and
sacrificing the camp might be all the Silvan can hope to
accomplish. It appears that the camp is toast, and will
be captured eventually.
A final consideration might be to ask for help from
other nations, but as Elrond says, “Our list of allies
grows thin.” Rohan could be asked to show up as soon
as possible (as above), but that’s a long way to go with
a possible roadblock set up by some orcs at 2619. Or
the Rhun Easterling could be encouraged to make a
march to 3017 to even the score. Then, however, the
DS will take 3319 and 3220 to teach him the error of
his ways. The Silvans could ask the Sinda for help, but
the Sinda have their own problems, being able to spit
on Dol Guldur from their own front porch, an unfortified
front porch, no less. That’s why Sinda elves don’t
spit, by the way, at least not the females. Just ask
Auntie Galadr …..never mind.
The Silvans have an uphill battle if they desire to
keep 2915. There are better uses for the resources spent
defending 2915. The tower strategy is only worth it if
other nations would foot the bill for the tower, and
send troops. As a stable economy is even more
important in 2950 than in 1650, my advice is to take
the 11,600+ gold and half-dozen or so ill advised orders
and put three more camps down off DS maps.

puzzlement.
Strider: Seventeen thousand!
Those guys must really be desperate. This could really save my neck.
Bill. Ferny: Going somewhere,
Dunadan?
Strider: Yes, Bill Ferny. As a matter of fact, I was just going to see
your boss. Tell Saruman that I've
got his money.
B. F.: It's too late. You should have
paid him when you had the chance.
Sharky's put a price on your head,
so large that every bounty hunter
in Middle-Earth will be looking for
you. I'm lucky I found you first.
Strider: Yeah, but this time I got
the money.
B. F.: If you give it to me, I might
forget I found you.
Strider: I don't have it with me.
Tell Saruman...
B. F.: Sharky's through with you.
He has no time for Rangers who
drop their shipments at the first
sign of a Uruk.
Strider: Even I get searched sometimes. Do you think I had a choice?
Strider slowly reaches for Anduril
under the table.
B. F.: You can tell that to Sharky.
He may only take your sword.
Strider: Over my dead body.
B. F.: That's the idea. I've been
looking forward to killing you for
a long time.
Strider: Yes, I'll bet you have.
Suddenly the slimy Half-Orc disappears in a blinding flash of light.
Strider pulls his smoking Anduril
from beneath the table as the other
patrons look on in bemused amazement. Strider gets up and starts out
of the Common Room, flipping
Butterbur some coins as he leaves.
Strider: Sorry about the mess.
Based on an unoriginal Usenet
posting to rec.arts.books.tolkien by
Shimpei Yamashita
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From out of the West
Well here goes with another set of anecdotes - Lately
we have had a few turns that are not automagic (I
was as stunned as the next man) and I've noticed
that quite a few of them have characters giving two
skill orders - so I thought I'd give you something to
think about. If every turn contained a two skill order
which order would be more important so which one
should I (as a GM) input. If for instance there was a
commander giving a 430 hi order and a 408 500 it
seems likely that the 430 order is more or less
irrelevant compared to the extra 500 troops (though
I can imagine circumstances where this is not
the case).
Now why you may ask would this interest you
- well the same question could be asked for a
commander giving a 728 order and a 408 500. Which
then is the more likely to be important is much harder
to judge - the question basically boils down to how
many troops can I recruit with an extra commander
and is it better to use my command order at the
capial to name a commander or to get the troops this
turn and name the commander next turn. Well thats
something for you to consider and when playing I
tend to imagine myself in much the same situation
with each order I have when trying to work out
what the most cost effective play.
The other thought currently buzzing around in
my head is which nation can most afford to special

service? I quite often see a game where either North
Gondor or the Fire King special service - and I wonder
when the game is in the early stages if the single special
service turn will totally swing the game one way or the
other. Then in my slightly warped imagination I
imagined a variant where each turn the person who got
their turn in last would be special serviced - not really
that fair , but I could imagine teams sending in their
turns together, with a particular turn attached last, so
that if the worst came to the worst and their team was
the one getting the special service they could choose
which nation on their side got special serviced. Next I
tried to work out whether you could arrange it so that
nations that special serviced wouldn't die and didn't
have many assets so you could always put that turn
last. The question then reversed itself in my head and
I wondered which position was most critical to a teams
success. The only place I could think that this had any
use (not that much of what I think has any use) was in
choosing players in teams and which positions you
could most afford to be played badly (probably by
inexperienced players) and which position should the
best player on a team take - should they go for the
Cloud Lord or Noldo or could these positions be handed
on to lesser players - who should judge who the better
player was - then I realised you could use the ratings
systems and then I opened a huge can of worms :)
Edward

Other News from MEPBM Games
Automagic
When inputting orders, we’ve found that a few players put “,” in the movement. Please don’t do this.
It’s not needed.
Fax Numbers
We’ve got a new North American fax number :
1-503-296-2325.
If you fax there it will get emailed to us. Much
better if you can use this. Do check as with any new
system we might experience some problems.
UK etc please use the old one of: 029 2062 5532
Rulebook
We’re looking to upgrade the rulebook. Is there
anyone out there that is interested in contributing to
this project? It’s quite a biggy. We’re hoping to help
new players into the game with examples of orders,
some tactical advise and basic economy, army, character, Pop Centre management. Feel free to get in
touch if you feel you are able to help here or just
want to know more. We’ve got permission to use
appropriate quotes from “the Lord of the Rings”
and “the Hobbit”. Around 3 or 4 paragraphs in
length, giving a reference (book and chapter). Feel
free to send in your favourite quotes and we can add
them into the rulebook. Note NOT the other books
only LotR and tH. We have a fair bit of work done

for this now - anyone else want to contribute?
Battle of the Fiev Armies: First Turns
We need a selection of 1st turns for this beginners
scenario just in case anyone misses their first turn.
New 2950 Map on the Website
Please check it out. It’s very useful. 2950 + 1650
(with and without borders) map now on the website.
We’re intending to use the 1650 map with Nation borders on it to send out laminated @ £15.00 each. If you
are interested then please get in touch. Although we
have checked it multiple times there might still be errors so please check it out and get back to us if you find
any.
Laminated Maps
We're looking to create a Laminated 1650 map with all
the PCs (at game start on it) A2 size (around half the
original size map). (Saves around £20 a map). It's
Oystein's map (check out the website for a version of
this map it is not Oystein's map which has 25 colours
for the separate nations and a movement plot but should
give you the idea).
I suspect it would cost around £15.00 - the more
players we get the cheaper we get them and can pass
that saving onto you. Get in touch if you want one!

